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 La Silla Problems Report: On Going 
LPRS 

TEL/INS/ 

GEN 
Description Action 

010237 3.6m Two communication phones (in the 
NOB 4541 and in the small lift 4371) are 
in bad state 

Phone 4541 still out of service 

010307 NTT SOFI noise problem This problem is kept open to collect information 
010311 NTT SOFI Missing program ID in the headers 

of SOFI calibration frame 
This problem is under study and followed by JUR. She asked to be 

informed every time the problem occurs. 
010312 2.2m WFI tracker CCD software  To keep it open to write down the occurrences 
010320 2.2m TCS panels frozen Monitoring 
010322 2.2m FEROS cannot take exposures with 

ADCA IN 
Having not failed, it has been decided to keep it on hold until there is 

another good reason to open 
010334 2.2m During the observation with the WFI 

instrument (at zt=62 degrees)a fatal 
error occurred with the ifControl process. 

So it was impossible to recover the 
control and move the telescope to the 

zenith remotely. 

No news 

010341 2.2m By comparison new c.u. flat fields with 
old ones from the archives, I can see 

that with the old c.u. the flux was much 
more uniform from blue to red. 

Waiting for FEROS workstation in FEROS room to make the study 

010342 NTT Standards stars were observed in the 
last few days but no ZPs are shown in 
AUTREP 

To be analyzed by DHA 

010345 2.2m No Zero point data plotted by AutRep It’s actually working. At least on March 5th worked OK. It was re-
assigned to F.Selman. To keep monitoring. 

010347 NTT SOFI Nonesense date in AUTREP script JUR to check the SOFI page. The clock was repaired. 
010352 2.2m During an exposure sequence (guiding 

star), the combined offset didn’t work 
well. Guide star didn’t back to center 
box after a combined offset 

To be closed. 

010363 2.2m The wfwacu workstation located in the 
FEROS room is not working 

MPA will come in 2 weeks to La Silla. He is informed of the 
problem. 

010367 NTT Fallback init mode activated for 
unknown reasons in Mask/Slit wheel 

Software has no comments 

010370 3.6m HARPS Polarimeter got stuck (Slide 
function) 

Waiting for spare parts and repair. 

010374 2.2m WFI Read out This is a “feature” and is monitored. To keep it open for ne 
occurrences 

010379 2.2m Guiding camera stuck Set up is required. It is a “feature”. To be closed 
010380 Other Sybase upgrade to 15.0.3 Work to be done 
010386 3.6m Autrep script To be done 
010387 NTT Script ZPData for EFOSC2 To be done 
010388 2.2m GROND guide camera Workaround is applied. The ACE box was changed, however not 

known if the ACE box exchanged was positive. 
010389 NTT Rotator A, It was necessary to init 

adaptor LCU side A 
Monitoring 

 
 La Silla Problems Report: Last Week   
LPRS 

TEL/INS/ 

GEN 
Description Action 

010399 NTT File system full on wlsasm Disk was cleaned and a warning was established in 
the NTT terminal. CLOSED 

010398 NTT Night log FIERA Sparc had wrong time. CLOSED
010397 2.2m FEROS focus doesn’t work Not happened again. A complete start up solves the 

problem. Under monitoring 
010396 2.2m GROND LCU failed CLOSED 
010395 NTT Daytime calibrations not appear Same problem as LPRS-010398. CLOSED
010394 2.2m Neutral density filter introducing Waiting for Ivo’s feed back. ASSIGNED 
010393 NTT During the OB preset the Under investigation. ASSIGNED 
010392 NTT Rotator B reached the limit More information is necessary. ASSIGNED 



010391 2.2m NFS mounted volume from LCUs show To be analyzed by IT. ASSIGNED 
010390 2.2m TCS panel frozen There is workaround by resetting the VME and startup. 

To be closed 
 

 
 La Silla Technical Action Points 
Telescope 
/General/ 
Safety 

Create 
Date Problem Short Description Action Status Responsible Deadline 

NTT 4/14/09 
Reflections from filters due to 
different angle from the wheel used at 3.6m 

Filter wheel ready in Paranal. To be sent asap. 
Assigned. 
Pending 

Mechanics 
(Paranal) 

8/30/09 

NTT 22/03/11 
An alarm panel that monitors SOFI 
instrument status 

It shall be studied by IKA 
New Software 

(Paranal) 
 

3.6m 26/01/11 
The installation of the tip-tilt table required 
the implementation of dedicated software. 

According to IKA seems that ASE could test/implement 
things during day time with telescope, but during coating 
this will not be possible. So, he suggested that Alex goes 
there June/July? before the technical time, 
implements/solves pending issues and then tests those 
during technical night. 
 

New Software Not 
assigned 

3.6m 3/03/11 
PC 3.6m console need more RAM memory To install more RAM memory. This was tested together 

with AMA and PGL, and there was found some modules 
for installation. To be confirmed by MPA 

Closed IT ASAP 

General 9/13/09 
The freeze of VLT and/or MIDAS 
software with their libraries in La 
Silla and the corresponding hardware 
potential failure. 

Not before middle of next year. (IKA) 
Assigned. 
Pending 

Software/IT 
(Paranal) 

31/08/10 

General  9/01/11 
Installation of cable channel and power for 
safety cameras system 

Work advancing. AWR sent the following e-mail in 
relation with this work: 
I will be in La Silla for a Full turno April 13-20. During 
this turno I will need some additional Support to install 
Electrical and Cable connections to: 
- TRS 
- Warehouse 
- SEST 
- 3p6 (possible). 
I therefore request that someone from 
Maintenance/Electrical is available for this period. 
 

It has been 
installed all 
cameras 
left by 
AWR in La 
Silla. The 
next group 
of cameras 
is going to 
be installed 
while Andy 
is in La 
Silla in 
April. 

IT 01/04/11 

General 11/01/11 
Relocate Dome Status file “dome.last” to a 
more reliable machine 

To be discussed with MPA/AWR 
Assigned Software 01/04/11 

2.2m  10/03/11 
The machine used as pipeline for FEROS 
and WFI is extremely slow. 

To install a powerful machine 
New IT ASAP 

 
 La Silla Change Requests NTT 

CRE Number Telescope/ 
General Description Status 

 General Implementation of WIKI in La 
Silla 

Closed 

LSO-CRE-70400-
0004 

NTT Improving NTT Fiber twister The new twister will be installed on April 20th to 22nd by RME 

 
 

 La Silla Projects  
Telescope/ Instrument 

DESCRIPTION Action 

HARPS Guiding Upgrade  
Waiting for GLC report of last test time and ASE upgrade of the tip-tilt software to be part of 
HARPS control interface.  

3.6m GP camera focus 
modification 

It has been decided to have this work done during the 3.6m coating (13th to 19th of April)  

 
 La Silla Miscellaneous 

Item DESCRIPTION 

Policlinic The stock of medicines has reached its minimum level. The request has been done and waiting for the arrival. 
The doctor sent an e-mail with the norms relatives to the work in a kitchen. These are related to special examinations 
that the workers have to follow and rules to following this work. 

3.6m HARPS The request to have the temperature measurements via ICER has been delayed as the port is damaged. Actually there 
is a search for a spare or an alternative solution. 

2.2m Pointing Model The actual pointing model is used for WFI and GROND resulting in a compromise that can be improved if separate 
models are used. This is going to be studied together with software and if possible tried during a technical time. 

Security cameras It was asked to have the La Silla staff informed about the use of security cameras in the site. GIH informed that the 
purpose of these cameras was to be a tool to use in case of an incident occurs, but not a constant check of the 
movements of people in the observatory. Also said was that only the Director can allowt the access of the recordings of 
these cameras. 



3.6m M1 Coating  The coating of the 3.6m main mirror is scheduled on April 13th to 19th. To perform this work the support of Paranal is 
fundamental and this has been obtained due the collaboration of Engineering and Maintenance Departments in 
Paranal. A number of colleagues are coming to support this work during the shift. 

Personnel  A workshop on ESO policy on Fair Treatment, Courtesy and respect will be given tomorrow April 30th in La Silla. It was 
asked the participation of all ESO staff present in the mountain. 

 
 

Weekly Report of La Silla TMES/DNOS/SLAS 22.03.2011-28.03.2011  
Prepared by: AMA/JFL/BAH/FLA 

 
NTT EFOSC NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

24.03.2011 IKA Daytime calibrations not appear. 

Daytime calibrations logs from March 23 did not appear on the nightlog, the ones 
that must be logged on section "Daytime Activities". The logs for the nightime 
activities were done with no problems. 

010395 

27.03.2011 IKA NightLog. No EFOSC OB log arrives to nightlog from 00:06 to 03:32. Xwin 32 
it was restarted in case that fix the problem but didn't. 

010398 

 
NTT SOFI NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
 
NTT Telescope/Adapters/Dome/Hydraulics NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

21-28.03 FVA, EVE, 
GAG 

Daily inspect to building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 

21.03 EVE, PSI, 
BAH 

Installation of new cables in rotator B of NTT  

23.03 GSM Change of  power supply  to call dialer of alarms NTT (SUSI,EFOST)  
25-03 BAH AMA 

JFL 
Checking the routing of the recently installed power cable that feeds B rotator and 
discuss a possible modification of the guiding pulleys. 

 

23.03.2011 IKA During the OB preset the communication was lost. 

At 10:00 UT, during the OB preset, the presetting was frozen and all the 
comunication was lost. 

An Startup was necessary to close the telescope, but the error was still in the TCS. 

010393 

23.03.2011 IKA Rotator B reached the limit. 

At 3:20 UT An OB was executed, and the rotator reached the limit. 

010392 

21.03.2011 PSI It was necessary to init adapter lcu side A. 

At the beginning of the night the GP1 A  had problems to move, so it was 
necessary to init adapter LCU side A, lt5ada. No time was lost.  

In the middle of the night, when I tried to adjust the autoguider camera focus 
moving the trombone, the GP1 was stacked again and it was necessary repeat the 
procedure to init the LCU lt5ada. 

From logMonitor data, it seems that the first unit to give a timeout was the RU (Ref. 
Unit) which kept the process to move adapter functions busy, thus giving errors 
when other functions were tried to move. It is not known the reason for the RU to 
fail as it has been working fine ever since. We can only monitor this for a while. It is 
very important to know which is the first function to fail as this apparently blocks 
other movements, so it is easy to get confused. We keep monitoring for one week. 

 

010389 

24.03 EVE, BAH Modification of rotator cabling pulleys and alignment in rotator B  
 
ASM                                      Dimm                                                                                                        ASM                
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    



 
 
 

3.6M HARPS 3.6M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

21-28.03 GSM Daily control of  telemetry                M 
23.03 GSM, RAR Change LN2 Dewar in Harps (120 Lts.)  
24.03 FVA, ERI, 

BAH 
Electric maintenance hydraulics plant, change coupling M38 Bomb F23  

 
3.6M Telescope/Adapter/Dome/Hydraulics 3.6M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

21-28.03 EVE, FVA, 
GAG 

Daily inspect to building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 

25.03 GSM, FLA Cleaning M1 with CO2  
    

 
2.2M WFI 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
 
2.2M FEROS 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

21-28.03 GSM Daily control of  telemetry M 
23.03 GSM Change of LN2 Dewar in FEROS (120 Lts.)  
27.03.2011 IKA FEROS focus doesn't work. After a FEROS focus sequence, the fixed focus value 

went to out of focus, due to a wrong adjustment from the theoretical M2 focus.The 
problem was fixed doing a full startup of the instruments and tcs. 

010397 

23.03.2011 PSI Neutral Density filter introducing fringes?. 

In the past, fringes in the FF were seen when the ND filter wheel was not tilted 
w/respect to the incoming beams. Maybe the wheel needs to be moved a bit. 

As suggested, I checked the ND wheel and indeed it looked pretty much 
perpendicular to the beams. This probably happened when the CU was refurbished 
last year. Now I left a note there to remind of this requirement. So, I have tilted it 
again as much as I could over the play of the mounting screws (few degrees). 
However, this change may have introduced a minor shift of the focus position of the 
fibre input lenses since the ND wheel is between these lenses and the fibres. Then, 
the light on the calibration fibres may have decreased affecting the calibrations. 
This may be cured by just increasing the exposure times, but it may not be enough. 
In that case, the ND wheel must be moved back to a position perpendicular to the 
beam again. 

The proper way to perform this adjustment is to check the fibre light while adjusting 
the lenses or fibres position for maximum illumination, but this again requires to 
have a WS working in the room (something we are waiting for repair since 
January!!). The fibre alignment is a very lengthy iteration process since there is 
nothing to adjust the position other than loosening the mounting screws and moving 
them over the play of these screws holes. This has to be done during a WFI run! 

010394 

2.2M GROND 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

25.03.2011 IKA GROND LCU failed. 

The boot script at boot params of l2p2agr environment was empty. This can happen 
in case somebody changed boot params of the LCU or somebody runs vccEnvInit -
e l2p2agr command. Boot script included, and LCU booted successfully.(I.Kastinen 
CLOSED) 

010396 

23-26.3 JFL/AMA 
IKA 

L2P2agr Technical CCD camera refuses to initialize, error in the remote 
connection. The environment does not connect  with w2p2cam. Init, startup and 
lcu reboot has not solved the problem. Running the Check utility (ccdVerifyGui) 
gives a "Boot files error". Problem is transferred to software. Problem comes 
from the software side and I Kastinen help us to repair it. 
The boot script at boot params of l2p2agr environment was empty. This can 
happened in case somebody changed boot parameters of the LCU or 
somebody runs vccEnvInit -e l2p2agr command. 
Boot script included, and LCU booted successfully. 

10396 



 
2.2M Telescope/Adapter/Dome/Hydraulics 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

21-28.03 EVE, FVA Daily inspection to building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 
22.03 GSM Revision alarms carrier tel. 2.20   
22.03.2011 IKA NFS mounted volume from LCUs shows intermittent failing status. 

The following warning messages from w2p2tcs logMonitor are repeated frequently, 
sometimes with /VLTdata instead of /VLTROOT . I am not sure if this could be a 
network problem or something else, so we need to investigate for the cause: 

2011-03-22 15:13:32.651781 l2p2cam lcc unknown 117 101 {lccNfsCheckHandler: 
device w2p2tcs:/VLTROOT has fail status. It will be unmounted and remounted 
again} 

2011-03-22 15:13:37.801781 l2p2cam lcc unknown 238 101 {lccNfsCheckMount: 
device w2p2tcs:/VLTROOT is mounted}  

 

010391 

22.03.2011 ASE TCS panels frozen.   During a change from GROND to FEROS, TCS panels were 
frozen, was necessary to go the telescope and reset a VME, after that re-do a 
complete StartUp. 

010390 

 
1.54M Danish 1.54M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
 
REM LN2 System/Telescope/Instrument REM 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

24.03 GSM, BAH Change LN2 Dewar  
    
 
Schmidt QUEST Cam/Telescope/Dome/Hydraulics Schmidt 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

21-28 EVE Daily inspection of dome operation, hydraulic plant and compressors  M 
22.03 EVE, FVA, 

BAH 
Change dome support wheel No. 2  

23.03 EVE, FVA, 
BAH 

Change dome support wheels No. 8  

17.3 JFL/AMA Focus control does not work properly. After a first look of the focus system, a lot of 
tests were made with the help of David Rabinowitz. Finally we realize that the 
problem comes from a wrong setting of the zero in focus movement. It was 
necessary to change the focus limit settings in order to enable the focus motion. 

 

 
Other Tel National Telescopes Instrument/Dome/Hydraulics Other Tel 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
General NTCCD General 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
 
Site General Maintenance and Infrastructure Site 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

 21.03 Access to Visiting Center (exRITZ) has been painted   
    

 
Site Logistics / Safety / Security Site 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

22-23.03 SAV, RAR Painting work of fire boxes  was finished  
      25.03 GSM Alarms revision at Power House (SILENT NIGHT)   
 
 
Misc. Miscellaneous Misc. 



Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

21-28.03 FVA, EVE, 
GAG 

5  WO From Maximo Preventive Maintenance electric and mechanic M 

23.03 EVE, FVA Bearings disassembly of dome support wheel No. 5 of Tel. Schmidt to be sent to 
Santiago 

 

23.03 GSM Repair of phone annex Of. 215 (AGO), 4218  
24.03 GSM  Installation of fax lines PSI, 4194  

23-24.03 EVE, FVA, 
BAH 

 Repair hydraulic system platform VILKI (ex SEST)  

24.03 FVA, BAH  Energy replacement engineering in building :Optics and laboratories sector  
24.03 SAV, ERI  The vegetation in roads were removed on the way to telescopes 1 Mt and Danish 

1.54m 
 

25.03 GSM Refilling LN2 Dewar Swiss Tel. (60 Lt.)  
24-28.03 JFL Introduction to VA E. Kankare, J. Jenkins and G. Chon. In the case of Mss. Chon, 

she required a full guiding in the process to produce the MOS mask files.  
 

24-25.03 ASA, JFL 2.2m pointing model run and data analysis. For unknown reasons, GROND and 
WFI share eight of the ten pointing coefficients, making impossible to apply a 
pointing model for one instrument without affecting the other. The data taken with 
GROND (2011.02.16) and WFI (2011.03.25) was processed in order to generate a 
pointing model which is the best compromise between both instruments. This 
common model will be tested in both instrument next technical time (May 11) 

 

21-28.3 AMA New version of the 220 Remote Control circuit was made trying to be in line with the 
lasts indication made by users and maintenance team. Please see 
at:http://www.ls.eso.org/lasilla/support/electronics/Documentation/Html/1RemoteRe
moteControl.htm 

 

21-28.3 AMA A lot of WO was made.  
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List of Acronyms 
AGO: Andrés González TMES 
ALE: Angélica León DNOS 
AMA: Agustin Macchino   TMES 
API: Aldo Pizarro  ELC (Paranal) 
ASA: Ariel Sánchez DNOS 
AWR: Andy Wright IT (Paranal) 
BAH: Bernardo Ahumada TMES 
CSP: Christian Spille SAFETY (Paranal) 
DVE: Doralisa Vejar ECHAS 
EMA: Eduardo Matamoros DNOS 
EVE: Enrique Vera TMES 
 
 

FCA: Francisco Cáceres DNOS 
FLA: Francisco Labraña DNOS 
FOL: Francisco Olivares MEC (Paranal) 
FRO: Francisco Rodríguez MEC (Paranal) 
FVA: Francisco Valdivia ESENER 
GAG: Gregorio Aguilera SERVITODO 
GIH: Gerardo Ihle 
GES: Gerardo Smith ESENER 
JAL: Javier Alarcón DNOS 
JDU: Javier Duk SLAS 
 
 
 

JFI: José Figueroa MEC (Paranal) 
JFL: Juan Fluxá TMES 
JPI: Juan Carlos Pineda MEC (Paranal) 
JUR: Josefina Urrutia SOF (Paranal) 
JVA: Javier Valenzuela   ODT (Paranal) 
JVI: Jorge Vilaza   TMES 
LWE: Luis Wendegass TMES 
MVA: Manuel Valle ECHAS 
MCA: Mónica Castillo DNOS 
PIA: Andrés Pizarro SAFETY (Paranal) 
 
 

MPA : Marcus Pavez IT (Paranal) 
MPI: Manuel Pizarro DNOS 
PAR: Pablo Arias DNOS 
PSI: Peter Sinclaire  TMES 
 

 


